
Why AOT is the best system for finding faults on pcbs 
 
There are many AOI systems for fault finding on pcbs; most of them work, but some 
are better than others – one of them, AOT is better than them all – here’s why 
 
 
Pixel-to-pixel based systems. 
 
These are the easiest to understand and use technology that is a general inspection 
tool. They work by comparing a picture of a known good board (can be from CAM 
data) against all the sample pictures taken from a batch. The logic that triggers an 
alarm is that if there is a difference in the sample compared to the master, then it is a 
fault. 
 
Whilst this seems to be the perfect answer to finding faults, it is dogged by one huge 
problem that cannot be overcome, that is if the system is set to find all small 
faults, then it will find all small differences. 
This initially seems to be exactly what is needed, but after a short spell of use, these 
systems will generate a lot of FALSE ALARMS. False alarms (FAs) are the Achilles 
heel of all AOI systems because as well as generating too many alarms to be 
verified, they lead to real faults being mis-verified – this is a huge problem and 
defeats the object of inspection. 
 
These systems are OK in general inspection of say bank notes or other graphical 
printed matter, but do not perform well on photo mechanically imaged subjects such 
as pcbs. This is simply because on a high resolution image of a pcb, there are so 
many acceptable differences such as etching differences, differences from poor 
vacuum in the exposure frame and so on, that they simply give too many false 
alarms. Of course the sensitivity can be turned down, but then these systems miss 
small defects – either way they are far from perfect for pcbs. 

 
 

Advantages 
 Easy to understand 
 Tend to be cheaper machines 

 
 
 

 
Disadvantages 

 Too many FAs 
 Can’t find small defects without 

finding acceptable small 
differences 

 Not production machines 
 
 

PIXEL TO PIXEL – good for general inspection, but not so good for pcbs 
 

 
Feature recognition systems (aka morphological / shape recognition) 
 
These systems offer different fault detection logic to pixel-to-pixel which is adapted 
for pcbs from another general optical inspection application. These were designed in 
the early 1980s when pcbs comprised many pure signal layers and some 
ground/earth layers. The feature recognition machines were developed to inspect the 
pure signal images and find faults. 
Pure signal layers were made up of simple conductors with straight tracks and round 
pads at their ends. These systems were designed to inspect these types of pictures. 
They could not inspect ground planes or outer layers 
 



In 2003, pcb images have changed become more complex and most layers have 
complex shapes such as mixed signal / ground areas and tracks which end in odd 
shaped pads (rectangular or square). The feature recognition systems have been 
developed to work around this change in design and have many options and features 
to attempt to inspect today’s designs. Most of these developments involve blank-
outs areas or areas where some types of logic is switched off, or some other 
type of compromise needed to inspect today’s complex images. 
 

 
 

Advantages 
 OK on simple images 
 Lots of them around 

 
 
 
 

 
Disadvantages 

 Logic is flawed 
 Work arounds required for 

most images 
 Cannot scan all board types 
 Yesterdays technology 
 Needs dedicated CAM prep 

 
 
FEATURE RECOGNITION SYSTEMS – good on simple images, but offer only a 

compromise on today’s pcb designs 
 
 
AOT – automatic optical test. 
 
This is the only system that was designed to find faults on pcbs – it is not adapted 
from any other inspection system, it only inspects pcbs. 
 
It uses the logic from the electrical test systems to firstly find all connectivity issues 
on the image, that is all shorts and opens – it is the same as if you had physically 
tested the layer with a tester (flying probe or fixture) – this logic is foolproof. 
Then it uses modified images to check for track width and space width violations – 
again a foolproof logic that tells you exactly what you need to know about your 
layers. 
Finally it uses a “dumb” pixel-to-pixel comparison to check for cosmetic faults such as 
pinholes and copper splashes – things that a test system cannot tell you about. Don’t 
confuse this with pixel-to-pixel alone systems; these systems have as much 
capability in their third logic system as many machines have in total. 

 
 

Advantages 
 Designed for pcbs 
 Work on any design (inners, 

outers, mixed, SMD – 
anything!) 

 Works with all CAM databases 
 Best ROI – fact 
 

 
Disadvantages 

 Might cost a bit more, but the 
best things always do 

 
 
 
 

 
AOT systems were designed by electronics people to find faults on pcbs – they 

perform the best, without equal. 
 

Better the short term pain of higher investment than the long term pain of a 
cheap deal. 

 



 

Consider these images: 
 

Which is the only system that can find all faults on these images without FAs ? 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

AOT – of course ! 
 

(remember FAs = mis-verification = missed faults) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


